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Open data is the destination…

Increasing pressure to make research data available for re-use
Most EU funding programmes refer to the  « as open as possible, as closed as necessary » principle. 
The aim is therefore to practice as much open data as possible.



Open data is the destination…

Is a selection 
criterion for some 
funding programs 

(or awards)

Increases visibility, 
impact and improves 

reputation

Optimises return on 
investment

Facilitates 
collaborations

Ensures data 
sustainability, 
even after staff 

rotation for 
example

Facilitates 
scientific 

reproducibility

Victoria Hatch, EMBL-EBI News, Oct 19, 2020

Increasing pressure to make research data available for re-use
Most EU funding programmes refer to the  « as open as possible, as closed as necessary » principle. 
The aim is therefore to practice as much open data as possible.

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/people/person/victoria-hatch
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Open data is the destination…

Increasing pressure to make research data available for re-use
Most EU funding programmes refer to the  « as open as possible, as closed as necessary » principle. 
The aim is therefore to practice as much open data as possible.

However, there is a right way to practice open data 

➢ Only if no applicable regulations or contractual 
obligations prevent the publication

➢ According to the FAIR principles, so that it is of 
added value to the scientific community 



…FAIR data is the journey

Findable 

The first step in (re)using data is to find them. 

Metadata and data should be easy to find for both 

humans and computers. Machine-readable metadata 

are essential for automatic discovery of datasets. 

Metadata, PID such as a DOI, keywords, abstract, 

author, date, versions…

Accessible 

Once the user finds the required data, they need to 

access it. The protocol is open, free, and allows for an 

authentication and authorisation procedure, where 

necessary

Metadata are accessible, even when the data are no 

longer available

Interoperable

The data usually need to be integrated with other 

data. It needs to interoperate with different 

workflows, systems, software, applications, languages, 

institutions, countries, …

Reusable

The ultimate goal of FAIR is to optimise the reuse of 
data. To achieve this : 
- The format is non proprietary
- The documentation is sufficient
- There is an appropriate license 
- The provenance of the data is clear 
- The (meta)data meets community standards
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How to choose a data repository?

A good data repository: 

▪ Is recognized by your peers and matches the community standards
▪ Provides a persistent identifier such as a DOI or handle 
▪ Comes with a few possibilities for open data licenses
▪ Has high documentation metadata standards with controlled vocabularies (therefore 

discipline-specific is usually better)
▪ Lets you keep all your rights
▪ Has a certification such as CoreTrustSeal

Note : the editor might suggest that you share the datasets related to a paper as an 
annex to the paper you are submitting. Not the best move



How to choose a data repository?

Discipline-specific
repository

Some examples : 
The QDR or Bequali (HSS), CDS (astro), NCBI (genomics), ...
Catalogs of directories : Re3data, FAIRsharing

(But if you have to look it up in a catalog maybe it is not really community-wide?)

All-purpose repository
Zenodo, OpenAire, OSF, Figshare…

https://qdr.syr.edu/
https://bequali.fr/en/
http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/sim-basicIdent=m33&submit=SIMBAD+search
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/gdv/
https://www.re3data.org/
https://fairsharing.org/search
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How to choose a data repository?

Dataverse works like “ORBi” but is dedicated to sharing 
open research data 

dataverse.uliege.be - Demo time !

Key points : 
➢ Any ULiège researcher may publish a dataset in the 

ULiège Dataverse : only an ULiège and ORCiD 
identifiers are needed 

➢ Checklists and processes are provided in the User 
Documentation tab 

➢ The ULiège Dataverse is operated in-house by ULiège 
(RISE, ULL and SEGI) 
➢ Support is available when needed
➢ Before any publication, the admins will proceed 

to a conformity verification to help you with that 
responsibility 

dataverse.uliege.be
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How to choose a data repository?

Dataverse works like “ORBi” but is dedicated to sharing 
open research data 

dataverse.uliege.be

How to use Dataverse: 
Follow the procedures ☺ - Demo time !
 Create your account using your ORCiD 
 Prepare your files and documentation 
 Submit your dataset
 Your file will go through a reviewing process…
 … it either gets published or sent back for fixes 
 
Ask dataverse.admin@uliege.be for any help you need

dataverse.uliege.be
mailto:dataverse.admin@uliege.be


The story of the Dataverse of madness

Late 2020

ULL /RISE propose the 
idea of a data-ORBi as 
part of the reflexion

that would lead to the 
ULiège OS roadmap

November
2021

Creation of the CC 
RDM – involvement

of other services 
and researchers in 

Dataverse 
development

ULL installs a « sandbox
Dataverse » for future 
admins and users to 

play around

SEGI installs the actual, 
future Dataverse. 

CC RDM defines the 
objectives of the pilot 

phase

Call for pilot users
through CC RDM 

representatives (and 
other networks)

Pilot phase – SEGI, ULL and RISE make
adjustments on the Dataverse config based on 

pilot users feedback. Improvements are made to: 

- workflow and user doc
- reviewing process
- technical config (user accounts, PID generation, 
…)
- licenses availability
- layout, legibility, … 

April 1st, 
2023

First publication 

Oct 27, 
2023

Mid-2021 Mid-2022



The story of the Dataverse of madness

Are we there yet ? 
The end of the pilot phase does not mean the end of the story : 
there is still plenty left to do

➢ Users are still more than welcome to provide feedback

➢ The platform, user guides, … can be refined as we discover and 
understand the need of more users (detailed list of metadata
examples, dedicated licences documentation, better navigation, 
…)

➢ Some milestones remain on the roadmap : 
➢ ULiège web pages (ORBi is the inspo ☺)
➢ Harvesting
➢ Certification 

There is always room for improvement



The Dataverse team

The Dataverse team is thankful to the 
pilot users

Joao Abreu 
Matthieu Verstraete 
Dominique Longrée 
Margherita Fantoli

Alexandre Delplanque 
Philippe Lejeune 
Christophe Dony 

Christophe Phillips 
Christophe Geuzaine

Angeliki Konstantinidou
Daniela Vintila 

Christian Degueldre 
Jean-Michel Lafleur 
Sébastien Hendrickx

Martin Grignard 
Alice Mayer

The Dataverse team is 
composed of the following 

superheroes

Paul Thirion
Alessandro Infantino

Jérôme Eeckhout 
François Paquot
Laurent Debra Image : Marvel
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